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Terrible Devastation of Syrian Cities
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$254 160.00 (R2.5 million) in Aid

Makeshift homes of blankets and cardboard
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Overview of the Jamiatul Ulama KZN Relief operation - Turkey/ Syria Border
The Syrian civil war is now in its third year of conflict. More than 100 000 people have been killed and the number of
refugees stands at over 2 million. It is one of the worst refugee situations the world has ever seen.
In April 2013 members of the Jamiat KZN were in Istanbul attending a conference when the plight and dire circumstances
Syrian refugees were facing in Turkey was highlighted to them. This in turn led to an immediate mobilisation to secure
humanitarian assistance to our suffering brethren.
An appeal was made to the Muslim Public and on Friday 26th July in the month of Ramadaan, the Jamiat team comprising
of Moulana Ahmed Mahomedy, Moulana Rafiek Mohamed, Moulana Huzaifa Ebrahim and Moulana Abdullah Khan from
the Jamiat office as well as Moulana Mohammed Motala, Dr Ahmed Badat, Brother Faisal Mangera, Brother Hamzah
Motala and Brother Atilla Daglioglu (Turkish).
Distribution took place at the following cities near the Turkey/Syria border: Gaziantep, Killis, Nizip and Mardin. Aid to the
value of 2,5 Million rands was distributed. 5000 aid hampers consisting primarily of essential food items and blankets to
ward off the coming winter cold. Islamic literature as well as toys to bring some happiness to the hearts of the many
orphan children were also distributed.
The complete report of the relief operation can be viewed at www.jamiat.org.za under Jamiat Projects. May Allah
accept our humble efforts and continue to use us to serve humanity, Aameen.

Syria Relief Phase 2
The Jamiat is currently collecting funds for Phase 2 of its Syria
Relief Project. Phase 2 is primarily aimed at providing shelter
to homeless refugees in addition to their other urgent needs.
To this end we have identified high quality, fireproof tents
which are able to accommodate a family of at least 6. Cost per
tent is 350 Euros, approximately 5000 Rand. Donate towards
this project and play your part in securing the welfare of our
suffering brethren of Syria. No amount is too small!
Banking Details:
Nedbank, Argyle Road (131426)
Jamiatul Ulama (KZN) Relief Account
Account Number: 1355 154049
Reference: Syria Relief (Specify Lillah or Zakaat)
Surplus funds will be used for relief wherever and whenever the need arises.

The Tragedy that is Syria
The following is an edited transcript of the speech delivered
by Hamzah Motala, an engineering student who joined the
Jamiat team as a volunteer at the Jamiat’s Syria Relief
Report Programme held at the NMJ Islamic Centre.

Let me start of by saying, the Situation in Syria, is far worse
than we all think and imagine it to be. No matter how well
we speak or how well we present the situation, our words
here today can never do justice to the horrific situation
experienced by our Syrian brothers and sisters.
In our comfort and luxury, we hear the stories, the
rumours of children orphaned, woman widowed, families
murdered. We hear the stories and think, Inna lillahee wa
inna ilayhi Raajioon but it doesn’t go any further, and our
hearts remain untouched.
Let me tell you, brothers and sisters. These are no
rumours. These stories are fact. I have witnessed along
with the entire Jamiatul Ulama KZN’s relief delegation,
those orphaned children, 20 in one family. Those widowed
pregnant woman with infant children crying out for milk,
bread, anything with which to feed their children. I have
seen and met men that have lost their brothers and sons.
I ask you, stop for a minute, and picture the situation. Put
yourself in their situation. Where one day you had a home,
today you are homeless. One day you had food, the next
day even water is hard to come by. One day you had a
family, today they are all Shaheed.
Imagine the trauma, the psychological impact on the
children of a land where every child knows what a bomb is
and has more than likely witnessed or heard one explode,
every child can name the names of the loved ones they
have lost to Assad and his thugs.
These people were like you and I, professionals,
businessmen, sons and daughters of professionals and
businessmen. They were living well, eating well, sleeping
in comfortable homes with beds, blankets, toys and good
food.
Today, these same people, the you and I of Syria, are
houseless, homeless, without a family and even without
clothes! As a relief group, we went to the borders and
witnessed them streaming in. Alhamdullillah the Turkish
government and the Turkish people have opened their
arms to the ‘Muhajireen’ from Syria, as they are fondly
referred to. But go to the borders, and you will see them
streaming across in 1′s and 2′s with nothing but the
clothes on their backs. Sometimes a packet or two of
whatever they have managed to pack up and carry along.
Not a Quraan, nor a tasbeeh among them.
The joy on their faces when I offered them a miswaak, a
miswaak my brothers and sisters, a miswaak. Like gold

they jumped for miswaaks, the Sunnat of our Nabi r. Here,
you and I sit, where miswaaks are freely available, yet
which one of us uses one on a regular basis?
As a society, we have become so hardened to the fate of
our brothers and sisters across the globe, that their
difficulties, their hardships do not even touch our hearts
anymore. They are hungry, while we eat well and complain
of too little salt in the food. They have no houses. Our
complaint is, “Our houses don’t have big enough kitchens
or big enough lounges.”
This trip has been an eye opener for me. I was fortunate
enough to join the Jamiat Ulama KZN on this relief trip. I
left South Africa, without the faintest of ideas of what the
conditions would be like. The conditions I witnessed make
me ashamed to say I get to eat in comfort every day.
The first thing to be noticed is that despite the severity of
the conditions and the dire situation, the Syrians are a
smiling community, always greeting with Salaam and a
smile.
Let me share a story with you; the story of Ebrahim.
Ebrahim is a youngster, 12 maybe 13 years of age. He lived
a happy life, from the city of Haleb, Alleppo. He had food,
water, clothing, a family and a house to live in.
Today, Ebrahim lives in a park. One of 2500 others, finding
shelter in makeshift tents of blankets strung up between
trees. Ebrahim owns nothing but a t-shirt and a pair of
jeans, he survives on food given out morning and evening.
Cold and the Sub-zero temperatures of the Turkish winter
are fast approaching and I wonder how is Ebrahim to
survive the winter? Yet Ebrahim has only one request.
Smiling he asks, “Please make Dua.”
While we sit here in South Africa, counting our Rands and
cents, the Turkish winter approaches. My brothers and
sisters, if nothing is done I could well be saying, this is
Ebrahim’s death that approaches.
Then there is the story of AbdurRahmaan, also from
Aleppo, 19 or 20 years of age. Like us, interested in clothes,
shoes and cellphones. When the war started,
AbdurRahmaan had a choice, stand up and fight, or flee
the land of his parents and grandparents.
AbdurRahmaan chose to fight. I met him in a building
converted into a makeshift hospital in a town called Kilis.
AbdurRahmaan sits today, on a sagging bed with one small
tattered blanket covering him. Considering the conditions
of others, this can be considered a luxury. AbdurRahmaan
is paralyzed from the legs down, shot by an Assad sniper.
With a radiant smile on his face he tells me his story. As I am
about to leave he calls me back to tell me: “I love you for
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the sake of Allah.” His request; Duas.
Yesterday he could run and jump,
today, paralyzed he smiles and
requests Duas for the people of
Syria. While you and I, brothers in
Islam, fight amongst ourselves about
this parking space or that business
partnership, Abdur Rahmaan lies in
bed, fervently requesting our Duas.
In the room next to AbdurRahmaan,
bed followed by bed, the injured are
spread out. The torture and torment
our brothers and sisters in Syria are
suffering is beyond comprehension.
Paralyzed, with catheters, broken
bones, diapers, frail bodies, these
are common sites amongst the
injured. My brothers, I promise you
this is no exaggeration. I cried when I
saw their condition. I cry still when I
think about their condition.
In the streets of Nizip, an elderly
woman approaches us. Her request,
“Please, my daughter is a widow and
she is pregnant. She has a young
child. Some formula for this child is
all that I ask. ” Mothers, when your
child gets up crying at night, you
have milk to feed it. This mother has
to hear her child crying, night after
night. Month after month. The
knowledge that she has no milk for
her child must certainly be a heavy
burden on her shoulders.
I can tell you the story of Mustafa, of
Ahmad, of Abdur Raheem, of Khalid
and of so many others whose names
elude me; paralyzed, injured,
orphaned, homeless and without a

family! The one common request.
Please make Dua!
Brothers and sisters, I was indeed
fortunate to have been given this
opportunity. To see and witness for
myself the condition experienced by
those suffering through this difficult
and trying time.
Bear in mind that the people we
have aided, those we have seen and
interacted with is but a small portion
of the population. They are, I could
say, the ‘fortunate’ and I say
fortunate in inverted commas. They
are the fortunate few that have
managed to make their way to the
relative safety of Turkey.
The question that plagues me
constantly:“What must be the
condition of those Syrians in Syria?”.
If those in Turkey are in such need of
food and medical aid, how much
more in need of food and medical aid
must those besieged in Homs and
other parts of Syria be?
Today I ask, I beg of you; please,
make Dua for the people of Syria.
Remember the people of Syria. Help
the people of Syria. In whichever
way you can assist the people of
Syria.
I make Dua that Allah Ta’ala relieves
the suffering of our brothers and
sisters in Syria, and that I be granted
the opportunity to return to the land
of Shaam to lend my assistance to
the people of Syria in whichever way
possible, Insha-Allah.

Charity Everyday
Collect a Jamiat tin for your
home and inculcate the
habit of giving charity everyday.
Your small change today will earn hefty rewards ‘tomorrow’.

NEWS FROM THE
MUSLIM WORLD
10,000 PALESTINIAN CHILDREN
ARRESTED SINCE 2000
The Palestinian Ministry of Detainees
and Ex-detainees said that the Israeli
forces arrested 10,000 Palestinian
children since the second Intifada in
September 2000.
The ministry said that 90 percent of the
children were arrested from their homes
during arrest campaigns that the Israeli
army usually carries after midnight. The
ministry added that the majority of them
were forced to sign confessions written
in Hebrew.
MOSCOW BANS SALE OF
ALCOHOL DURING EIDUL ADHA
The Russian government has prohibited
the sale of alcohol near the Soboraya and
Istoricheskaya Masjids during the
celebration of Eid al-Adha holiday.
“The ban on the sale of alcohol will
operate on the area of Soboraya and
Istoricheskaya mosques location during
the celebration of Eid al-Adha holiday.” said the representative of the Prefecture
of the Central Administrative District.
UAE CLAMPS DOWN ON
HOOKAH SMOKING
Authorities of the United Arab Emirates
have banned cafes and restaurants from
delivering ready for smoking hookahs to
homes and office and have tightened
regulations for hookah smoking in
restaurants and hotels. In accordance
with the new regulations, hookah
smoking will only be allowed in
specially prepared premises that meet
stringent standards.
The UAE government has been
struggling to curb smoking for several
years, including hookahs. According to
studies, its harms are no less than
cigarettes.

ARE YOU INVOLVED IN TEACHING GR 00/GR 0 LEARNERS?
ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH THE NEW CAPS METHOD
(CURRICULUM & ASSESSMENT POLICY STATEMENT)?

The following resources are available:

Shariah & CAPS compliant workbooks in Literacy, Life Skills & Mathematics.
CAPS documents for the foundation phase.
Correspondence course in Preschool Teacher Training (Islamic & Academic)
Contact: 031 207 8175/072 100 8600
Also suitable for home-schooled learners and preschool teachers.

DEEDS THAT EQUAL THE REWARD OF HAJ
There are several deeds regarding which Rasoolullah r
has stated that they equal the reward of Haj. Now that
the Hujjaj have departed, those who have remained
behind can take consolation from the following Ahadith:
1. Wudhu at home and then going for Salaah with
Jamaat:
Sayyiduna Abu Umaamah t reports that Rasoolullah r
said: “One who purifies himself (i.e. makes Wudhu) and
leaves his home to perform the Fardh Salaah in
congregation receives the reward of a Haji in the state of
Ihram, and if he leaves for the Salaatud-Dhuhaa (Chaast)
he gets the reward of Umrah. (Abu Dawud)
2. Salaatul Ishraaq:
Sayyiduna Anas Ibn Maalik t reports that Rasoolullah r
said: “Whoever offers his Fajr Salaah in congregation,
and then remains seated making the Zikr (remembrance)
of Allah until (approximately 15 minutes after) sunrise
and then offers two Rakaats of Salaah (Ishraaq), will
receive the reward of one complete Haj and one
complete Umrah.” (Sunan Tirmidhi)

3. Going to the Masjid to acquire Knowledge:
Sayyiduna Abu Umaamah t reports that Rasulullah r
said: “Whoever goes to the Masjid for the purpose of
learning or imparting Knowledge, receives the reward of
a Haji whose Haj was perfect. (Tabarani)
4. Serving one's parents:
Sayyiduna Anas t reports that a man came to Rasulullah
r and said: “I wish to participate in Jihad, but I cannot
afford it” Rasulullah r enquired if any of his parents were
alive, to which he said: “Yes! My mother is alive.”
Rasulullah r said: “Show Allah how you serve her. If you
do so you will be like a Haaji, a Mu'tamir (one performing
Umrah) and a Mujaahid (one striving in Allah's way).”
(Targheeb)
Note: The promises of “gaining the same reward as Haj”
that are mentioned in the above Ahadith, are restricted to
the reward only. It does not mean that one upon whom
Haj is obligatory can merely suffice on these deeds.
(Sharh-Nawawi & Fathul Mulhim)

QURBANI - THE SUNNAH WAY
While the Muslim community has always upheld
the obligation of Qurbani with profound
eagerness, it has been unfortunately observed that
at times the slaughter and treatment of Qurbani
animals is harsh and inconsiderate. Qurbani is a
sacred Ibaadah. Ignorance and negligence
regarding the proper method of slaughter can
diminish and even destroy the reward and virtue of
this noble obligation.
The following are some disliked practices that must
be avoided:
 سSharpening of blades in clear view of the
animals.
 سSlaughtering in full view of other animals.

 سSkinning while movement exists in the animal.
 سIll-treatment of animals in pens or holding

areas.
 سCarelessly dragging the animal on its back.
 سSlaughtering by persons, especially children,
who are unacquainted with the correct
method of slaughter.
Rasulullah r said, “Verily Allah Ta'ala has
prescribed goodness in everything; so when you
execute (for Qisaas) do so with dignity, and when
you slaughter do so properly. Ensure the blade for
slaughter is sharpened and the slaughtering is
carried out swiftly.” (Sahih Muslim)

TAKBIRAAT OF TASHREEQ
It is Wajib (compulsory) to recite aloud the Takbiraat of Tashreeq (once only) after every Fardh
Salaah, from the Fajr of the 9th Zul-Hijjah (Tuesday,15th October 2013) to the Asar of the 13th of ZulHijjah (Saturday, 19th October 2012), performed with Jamaat or individually. Females should recite
the Takbeer silently.

َ إﻟﻪ ﱠإﻻ ﺍﷲﹸ َوﺍﷲﹸ َ ْ َ ﹸ
ﺍﳊﻤﺪ
أﻛﱪ َوﷲ ْ ﹸ
َﺍﷲﹸ َ ْ ﹸ.أﻛﱪ
َ ﻵ.أﻛﱪ
َأﻛﱪ َﺍﷲﹸ َ ْ ﹸ
ََﺍﷲﹸ َ ْ ﹸ
Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar. Laa illaaha illallaahu Wallaahu Akbar. Allahu Akbar
Walillaahil Hamd.
Translation: Allah is the Greatest, Allah is the Greatest. There is no deity besides
Allah and Allah is the Greatest. Allah is the Greatest & all praise belongs to Him.

your first step in healthcare

THE TIGHTROPE BETWEEN A WIFE & A MOTHER
Question: We have been married for 8 years. I try to please
my husband and obey him in all things. But we often quarrel
because of intimate relations. We have two children. When
our children were born, our intimate life has changed. But
my husband doesn't understand. I told him, I can't right now,
the kids are next door, and he becomes angry.
“Well, I don't know what to do, you always say so, the kids,
the job, you get tired in the evening and then what do I do?”
And I really don't know what to do. And this is true – I have to
take care of children, I go to work and I get very tired by the
night and just want to sleep. I don't argue with him, try to
explain gently, but he doesn't hear me, get angry and yell.
Help us, please. I always try to improve, and if indeed he is
right, I try to improve.
Answer: It appears that you are struggling to cope with
looking after two children, being at work and also having to
fulfill your husband's rights. It can sometimes become
overwhelming to try and cope with the different roles that you
have in your life.
You mention that since the second child was born, your
intimate life has changed. Did you have normal births or
ceasarian section deliveries? Do you still experience pain due
to the birth you have given to the two children? Is it possible
that you experience pain during intercourse and this is why
you are reluctant to have intercourse? You need to talk to
your doctor and get treatment if needed.
Other factors that you may have to look at are:
Are you overworking? If you are working full-time outside the
home, will it not be possible to stop working so that you can
rather concentrate on being a full time mum and housewife?
It is your husband's duty to provide for the family so that you
can look after his home and children. If you have to work, why
not work part time? If you stay at home, it will help you to
organise your day in a way that you manage the children and
household activities during the day so that when your
husband comes home, you are ready to give him full
attention.
If you are a full time mother, perhaps you need to see how you
can do more constructive time management for the day.
Examine how you are carrying out your present duties in
terms of housework and managing the children. For a start, it
may be a good idea to make a list of all the activities you have
to perform daily. See how you can coordinate several activities

so that your energy is not sapped and you can get things done
easily and faster.
You can even ask your husband to help you. You may just be
able to get him to do some of the chores like doing the
shopping and vacuuming the floors, hanging the washing and
taking it off the line. He can sometimes help you to bath and
change the children when they are messed so that you can
carry on with other housework. Try to organise your days by
working out a schedule for each day. Do also encourage your
children to help you by encouraging them to pick up their toys,
take their clothing to their room and help with simple tasks in
the home so that they become accustomed to helping you and
themselves also.
It is very important to have a routine for the children. For
instance, the time they awake, the time they eat and the time
they sleep at night. Perhaps you could get them to bed
immediately after suppertime so that you and your husband
can have time to relax together before going to bed. If you do
this, it will free you to spend more quality time with your
husband and you will feel less tired. If you plan a siesta time for
your kids it will also give you a chance to nap during the day.
You need to remember that even though you have children,
your marriage is still very important. The children are the
flowers in your garden but you are your husband's queen,
friend, lover, helper and companion. He still needs you as you
are his garden. He is your king, lover, friend and companion
too. “A hungry man is an angry man”. And this is exactly what's
happening in your marriage.
It is important to remember that by satisfying your husband's
needs, you will also be gaining his appreciation and
satisfaction. Intimacy nurtures a marriage but when you
withhold it, it is almost like the relationship begins to wither
and die. You have to nourish and water your garden for it to
bloom, blossom and remain enchanting.
You also have to consider another important aspect. How long
do you think your husband will be able to put up with your
inability/refusal to fulfill his needs? This could have
unexpected and sad consequences for all of you if status quo
remains. I suggest you try to isolate what the real problem is
and you try your best to deal with it.
May Allah Ta'ala grant you ease in your difficulty and grant
both of you a long and happy marriage, Ameen.
Apa Motala – Jamiat KZN Social Dept.

QURBANI Q&A
Question: Can someone please advise if Qurbani meat or
any part of the animal be fed to a dog?
Answer: Qurbani meat is hospitality extended from Allah
Ta`ala. Respect requires that we appreciate it. It is
therefore not advisable to feed the dog such meat.

Question: My wife has sufficient money to do Qurbani but
I would like to do Qurbani for her from my money. Will it
be accepted?
Answer: You can do Qurbani on behalf of your wife
provided you obtain her consent to do so. (Hindiyyah)

Question: I would like to do Qurbani this year but I don't
have much money. I only have some Jewellery worth
about R1000.00 and some cash, not more than R2000.00.
Will I be sinful if I can't do it this year?
Answer: If during the days of Qurbani, your financial
position remains the same as it is now, and you do not have
money or jewellery (gold/silver) to the Nisaab* amount,
Qurbani will not be compulsory upon you and you will not
be sinful for not performing Qurbani.

Question: Can you make niyyat for multiple people in 1
qurbani (passed away)? Or does it have to be just one. e.g
1 sheep-Nabi r and marhooms?
Answer: You may make the intention of the Thawaab
(rewards) going to more than one person in one Qurbani
animal if it is a Nafl (optional) Qurbani you are performing.
When Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alaihi Wasallam) performed
Qurbani, he ordered two animals. He slaughtered one
animal as his Wajib Qurbani and the other as optional on
behalf of his entire Ummah (which consists of millions of
individuals). With regards to the obligatory discharging of
Qurbani, one sheep will suffice for only one person.

Question: I am in the process of looking for Qurbani
animals. Someone has suggested castrated sheep. Is it
permissible to use castrated sheep for Qurbani?
Answer: It is permissible and even preferable to slaughter
a castrated animal. A castrated animal is usually bigger in
size and the meat is superior. (al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah).
It is recorded in the Hadith that Rasulullah r made Qurbani
of a castrated animal. (Abu Dawood)

Question: What if a person has the nisaab amount during
days of Eid but it was not exactly 1 year that he or she had
that money. it was saved from around 5 months ago, is
Qurbani then obligatory?
Answer: Qurbani will still be obligatory on this person even
though he or she did not possess the Nisaab amount for
one full year. The fact that the person possesses the Nisaab
amount during the days of Qurbani renders Qurbani Wajib
on him or her.

Question: I purchased an animal for Qurbani. While
offloading the animal, it became injured and unfit for
slaughter. What should I do?
A. There are two aspects to this query a) the owner can
afford another animal b) the owner cannot afford another
animal. If the person intending to perform Qurbaani has
the means to purchase another animal, he/ she should
purchase another animal. However, if he /she cannot
afford to purchase another animal, the injured animal
should be sacrificed. (Shaami Vol. 6 Pg 325)
And Allah knows best.
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May Allah Ta’ala reward you abundantly, Aameen
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